Computer-aided multiview tumor detection for automated whole breast ultrasound.
Automated whole breast ultrasound (ABUS) has become a popular screening tool in recent years. To reduce the review time and misdetection from ABUS images by physicians, a computer-aided detection (CADe) system for ABUS images based on a multiview method is proposed in this study. A total of 58 pathology-proven lesions from 41 patients were used to evaluate the performance of the system. In the proposed CADe system, the fuzzy c-mean clustering method was applied to detect tumor candidates from these ABUS images. Subsequently, the tumor likelihoods of these candidates could be estimated by a logistic linear regression model based on the intensity, morphology, location, and size features in the transverse, longitudinal, and coronal views. Finally, the multiview tumor likelihoods of the tumor candidates could be obtained from the estimated tumor likelihoods of the three views, and the tumor candidates with high multiview tumor likelihoods were regarded as the detected tumors in the proposed system. The sensitivities of the multiview tumor detection for selecting 5, 10, 20, and 30 tumor candidates with the largest multiview tumor likelihoods were 79.31%, 86.21%, 96.55%, and 98.28%, respectively.